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Name: _key_
please type or print your name

EE-WBC Exam No. 1 (100pts.)
General Remarks
Do not use back of the pages for answers. The back side of this test will not be graded. Attach more
pages if necessary. Open books, open notes but no sharing allowed. No electronic equipment allowed
during the exam, including cell phones.

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ WTL: __ GR: __
Problem Set 1 – HTML 4.01
Problem 1a (10pts.)
In HTML 4.01 Strict one can classify tags into three categories:
A. Tags that have begin and end tag, for example: <BODY> </BODY> or <B> </B> or <H1> </H1>
B. Tags with no end tags, for example: <IMG> or <HR>
C. Tags that can be ended but do not have to be ended explicitly, for example <P> or <LI>
Could you tell how <FRAME> should be classified?
Circle one: A
B
C
// the correct answer is B. This is HTML and not XHTML or XML
// However, due to a typo in the required reference book C is also accepted.
// Purpose: tests if you understand the concept and some details of HTML
// Also you used this tag for sure in your Homework 2

Problem 1b (10pts.)
In HTML 4.01 Strict what will a Web browser display if it encounters the following code in a body of a Web page. Please
pay attention to capitalization, font size, align and underlining:
<p>A
B
<br />C</p>

A
C

B

// Should be easy. Observe: A and B on the same line, and C below, each 5points.
// Missing space between A and B is forgiven if forgoten.
// Purpose: tests if you understand the grammar of HTML

Problem 1c (15pts.)
In HTML tags are not case sensitive, in XML tags are case sensitive. JavaScript language variables and functions are case
sensitive. (Are style sheets properties case sensitive?) The following piece of code is in HTML 4.01 Strict. Please clarify
what is and what is not case sensitive:
<BODY style=“color: #FF0000”>
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Answer: body

IS / IS NOT

case-sensitive

Answer: style

IS / IS NOT

case-sensitive
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Answer: color
IS / IS NOT case-sensitive
// but there is a common convention to name style attributes always lowercase
// Each part of the question/answer is worth 5 points.
// Purpose: tests if you understand the grammar of HTML and CSS

Problem Set 2 – JavaScript
Problem 2a (15pts.)
In HTML tags are not case sensitive, in XML tags are case sensitive. JavaScript language variables and functions are case
sensitive. The following piece of code is in HTML 4.01 Strict. Please clarify what is and what is not case sensitive:
<BODY onLoad=“alert(‘Message!’);” >
Answer: body

IS / IS NOT

case-sensitive

Answer: onLoad

IS / IS NOT

case-sensitive

Answer: alert

IS / IS NOT

case-sensitive

// Each part of the question/answer is worth 5 points.
// Purpose: tests if you understand the grammar of JavaScript and use in HTML

Problem 2b (10pts.)
Using JavaScript How can you check if the Web page is displayed because of bookmark/user typed in location or because
user clicked on a link on another Web page? (Hint: how to find out what was the location of the Web page that has the link to
our page that was just clicked?) Mention the full name of the variable/object and explain briefly.
A JavaScript variable window.document.referrer holds information how the current
Web page was reached. If a link was followed then it will have the location of the
page that had that link posted. Otherwise, the string is empty.
// Mention document.referrer in any way that makes sense to get - full credit
// The incorrect trial into history received - partial credit
// Blind reusing information about frames (from old test or homework) - no credit
// Purpose: tests if your knowledge of basic environment variables of JavaScript
// run inside a Web browser. You mus have seen them while researching window.xyz
// and document.xyz in search for feature such as location neededd in Homework2

Problem 2c (15pts.)
Please provide the JavaScript function code that checks the check box inside the form when the button is clicked?
<form name="aa">
<input name="bb" type="checkbox" value="DL" checked="" />
<input name="cc" type=”button” onClick=”CheckTheBox();” />
</form>
Answer: (write the function code in JavaScript)
<script type="text/JavaScript">
<!-function CheckTheBox() {
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window.document.aa.bb.cc.checked=true;
}
//-->
</script>
// use of correct function – 5 points.
// use of correct variable - 5 points, but 2 points off per its correction
// use of correct value to set the variable – 5 points – use true or 1
// you did this in the homework assignment, or used a readily available function
// (many posted on WWW) to store all form data and analyzed it how it works, right?
// Purpose: tests if your knowledge of DOM (document object model)
// that you needed to learn in order to to Homework 3

Problem Set 3 – Java
Problem 3a (15pts.)
What numbers are printed to the standard output when this program is run?
class Data {
int
static int
}

x;
y;

public class Test
{
public static void main(String A[])
{
Data one = new Data();
Data two = one;
Data thr = new Data();
one.x=1; one.y=2; two.x=3; two.y=4; thr.x=5; thr.y=6;
System.out.print(" "+one.x); System.out.print(" "+one.y);
System.out.print(" "+two.x); System.out.print(" "+two.y);
System.out.print(" "+thr.x); System.out.print(" "+thr.y);
}
}
3
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// Each mistake in a value costs 3 points until 15 reached.
// (easy to make a mistake, but compensated by “DL” points)
// Purpose: tests if you understand the concept of variables in Java,
//
and if/how well you can debug a program (programming is prerequisite)

Problem 3b (15pts.)
The program listed below is only a slight modification of the example discussed in class. What did it print when run?
public class Test {
static public void main(String A[]) {
try {
int var;
var = Integer.parseInt( "12x3.456" );
var = var/0;
} catch (ArithmeticException e2) {
System.out.println("ERROR: ArithmeticException caught");
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} catch (NumberFormatException e1) {
System.out.println("ERROR: NumberFormatException caught");
} catch (Exception e3) {
System.out.println("ERROR: Generic (any type) Exception caught");
}
System.out.println("Program made it past the try-catch code");
}
}
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// Each mistake in a value costs 5 points until 15 reached.
// Purpose: tests if you understand the concept of exceptions in Java,
// This example was run and discussed (not “just mentioned”) in the lecture
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